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above them that the mere fact of his presence was a constant
reminder of inferiority. They did not feel in the least like Themis-
tocles to whom the laurels of Miltiades were a perpetual cause
of insomnia; to them laurels perished with their wearer and death
made more room. With the victory at The Hague they felt his
work was done; with the entry of international affairs into new
phases., before a coming struggle for power in Germany less
hampered by foreign political considerations, they felt that with
his deepening contempt for the party system as it was, with his
reaching forward to new forms and with his idealism which, just
because it was so unlike what passed for idealism in contem-
porary Germany, they qualified as fantastic, he would have been
a distinct source of embarrassment. The dream of a great new
party left them not merely cold but hostile; they felt it unne-
cessary and the whole conception unjustified criticism of them-
selves. For the next few years they considered that what was
needed was not a fantastic, but those knowledgeable party leaders
in whom Germany was so rich, men unseduced by imagination
and replete with the cardinal virtues of tact and compromise.
Nor did the nation, despite the tribute at once of dismay and
affection which in its great majority it ungrudgingly paid, really
appreciate the full extent of its loss; although he had won such
brilliant successes he had not yet won the final victory, nor
imposed himself on the nation as the one great national leader,
He had had no real personal following, and to the three great
parties and the movements on which they were based he had
always seemed a potential enemy, although Centrists and Socialists—
even his old Nationalist enemies—had indeed the grace to mourn
him and to give eloquent expression to the sense of loss to Ger-
many they could not but fed. The newer nationalism openly
exulted. To them the sole cause of mourning was that he had
escaped the "national" wrath to come, and they were consoled
for that by the fact that their most formidable enemy had been
happily and timeously removed. But there were others who,
viewing recent developments with apprehension, realized what
Stresemann's death meant to them, to Germany, to Europe, to
democracy. It was to these, as was said of a lesser man, as if a

